We show that the momentum of light can be reversed via the atomic coherence created by another light with one or two orders of magnitude lower frequency. Both the backward retrieval of single photons from a time-ordered Dicke state and the reflection of continuous waves by high-order photonic band gaps are analyzed. A proof-of-principle experiment with thermal 85 Rb vapor is proposed based on presently available techniques. This holds promise for X-ray reflectors controlled by low-frequency light.
We show that the momentum of light can be reversed via the atomic coherence created by another light with one or two orders of magnitude lower frequency. Both the backward retrieval of single photons from a time-ordered Dicke state and the reflection of continuous waves by high-order photonic band gaps are analyzed. A proof-of-principle experiment with thermal 85 Rb vapor is proposed based on presently available techniques. This holds promise for X-ray reflectors controlled by low-frequency light. Photonic crystals (PCs) [1, 2] can control the flow of light with the well-known phenomenon of photonic band gaps (PBGs). The fabrication of PCs requires high accuracy on the wavelength scale, which renders the formation of band gaps at higher photon frequencies and shorter wavelengths difficult. Techniques like focused-ion-beam etching and other micro-fabrication techniques already make ultraviolet PCs accessible [3] [4] [5] . But advancing to the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) or X-ray regime remains challenging. Nevertheless, novel methods to control the flow of high-frequency light are still desirable, to complement recent progress in X-ray optics such as the development of X-ray mirrors based on diamond (which can be interpreted as a natural PC for X-rays) with more than 99% reflectivity [6] .
Besides physical PCs, electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [7] has been used to form optically controllable PBGs [8, 9] . But in the commonly used Λ-type rubidium and cesium three-level systems, the driving and the probe light fields have near-degenerate wavelengths and therefore only the first order band gap exists. Since strong control fields are lacking at X-ray photon energies, it is experimentally favorable to control the weak probe light of short wavelength with a strong control field of long wavelength. Although the control of the transmission of XUV [10] or even X-ray [11] light based on intense optical control laser fields has been realized, their reflection which involves high-order photonic band gaps (HOPBG) [5, [12] [13] [14] [15] remains unsolved.
In this Letter, we disentangle the various contributing pathways of EIT, and show that a particular quantum pathway can be selected by exploiting spatial coherence generated by a standing-wave control field. The phase accumulated in this quantum pathway can be manipulated to either retrieve a photon from a medium prepared in a time-ordered Dicke state in the backward direction, or to reflect a continuous wave via HOPBGs. Based on the general results, we propose an experiment in thermal Rb vapour to test our findings. The key feature of the high-order nonlinearity involved is that its amplitude depends linearly on its order, in contrast to the power law dependence in common nonresonant nonlinear media.
To motivate the underlying physical mechanisms in a simple way, we consider the well-studied Λ-type EIT scheme, as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . A probe field couples the transition from the ground state |c to the excited state |b . A control field couples |b to another lower excited and preferably meta-stable state |a . The coherence created by the probe photon between |b and |c has a life time τ bc . During τ bc , the atom undergoes transitions between |b and |a due to emission and absorption of control field photons. The duration of one Rabi cycle from |b to |a and back to |b is π/Ω d , where Ω d is the Rabi frequency of the driving field. For the sake of simplicity, we temporally neglect the decay rate of |a . Then the atom can complete approximately τ bc Ω d Rabi cycles before the coherence is lost. The final absorption rate of the probe photon is, however, the summation of the transition probability amplitudes of all possible quantum paths, i.e., |c → |b , |c → |b → |a → |b etc.. In EIT, this sum is zero at the transparency point. If the driving field is a plane wave, Ω d e ik d ·r , its phase e ik d ·r is imprinted onto the amplitude of a quantum path upon emission of a photon into the control field mode, whereas absorption leads to a contribution of the conjugate phase e −ik d ·r . Since each quantum path consists of an integer number of complete control field cycles, the contribution of the control field phase cancels in each pathway. This cancellation can be interpreted as arising from the translational symmetry both in space and in time for an atom in a plane wave, since the phase e ik d ·r can be compensated by choosing a suitable initial phase of the light, and this initial phase cannot affect the absorption rate.
To observe the phase, the translational symmetry must be broken. For this, we introduce two counterpropagating control field modes Ω 1 e ik1·r and Ω 2 e ik2·r (k 2 = −k 1 ). A Rabi cycle involving emission in mode 1 and absorption from mode 2 leads to a phase contribu- 
tion e
−ik1·r e ik2·r = e −2ik1·r . In general, the final phase is e −2nik1·r if the net number of photons emitted in mode 1 and absorbed from mode 2 is n. The photons emitted by the probe coherence between |b and |c after completing such a quantum path have a final phase e ikp·r e −2nik1·r , including the phase of the probe photon. This phase is highly nontrivial when k p − 2nk 1 = −k p , such that constructive interference occurs in the backward direction.
An efficient phase synchronized emission of photons in backward direction due to this nth-order nonlinear process requires an average number of Rabi cycles
such that the corresponding quantum paths can be completed within τ bc . This linear dependence between the order of the nonlinearity and the field strength will be confirmed in the following for both single photons and continuous wave probe fields. We first apply the above idea to the backward retrieval of a single photon from a medium prepared at time t = 0 in the time-ordered Dicke state of an ensemble of N atoms by absorption of a single probe photon,
where k p is along the +x direction. For an ensemble large compared to the probe wavelength λ p , this state will decay with the collective decoherence time τ c bc and emit a photon in +x direction [16] . In order to retrieve a photon in −x direction, we apply a coherent standing wave to drive the transition between |b and |a in the time scale τ ≪ τ c bc directly after the excitation. With the inter-
where I is the 2 × 2 unit matrix. After time τ , the wave function Ψ kp (τ ) = U (τ ) Ψ kp (0) reads
By using the expansion cos [
on the target state associated to the nth-order nonlinear process
where J n (x) is the Bessel function. In the upper part of Fig. 1 (b) , we plot the population modulation in Eq. (4), which has much finer spatial structure than the standing wave. This fine structure has been used in subwavelength lithography [17] and lies at the heart of our analysis. After time τ , the atomic ensemble has a probability p 2 −2n to be in state Ψ kp−2nk1 . If k p = nk 1 , the reversely time-ordered Dicke state Ψ −kp is obtained, and the single photon is superradiantly emitted in the backward direction. The lower part of Fig. 1 (b) shows the related cut off order n c ≈
which is a refined version of the criteria in Eq. (1).
As an example for k p = 100k 1 , the probability amplitude p −200 of Ψ −kp is shown in Fig. 1 (c) as a function of Ω d τ . The maximum probability of the backward retrieval of the photon reaches to 1% around Ω d τ = 205. We can increase the probability by placing a sample with length 
When Ω d τ = 2k p /k 1 , the ensemble has 25% probability to be prepared in Ψ −kp . In the following, we will find that the backward retrieval efficiency is greatly enhanced for continuous probe waves, where the coherence rather than population is periodically modulated.
For a continuous standing wave driving field and a continuous probe field, the dynamics can be explicitly calculated from the well known EIT susceptibility
where N is the number of atoms in the volume (λ bc /2π) 3 and Γ bc is the radiative decay rate from |b to |c . γ ij and ω ij are the dephasing rate and the transition frequency between |i and |j . The two driving light fields have the same frequency ν 1 but opposite wave vectors k 1 = −k 2 = xν 1 /c. ∆ 1 = ω ba − ν 1 is the detuning of the driving field. ∆ p = ω bc − ν p and ∆ 2ph = ∆ 1 − ∆ p = ω ca + ν p − ν 1 are the one-and two-photon detunings of the probe field. χ (2m+1) is the Fourier component of χ (x) with phase e −2mik1x . In Fig. 2 (a) , we plot the real and the imaginary parts of χ (x). The susceptibility is periodically modulated. One interesting feature is that the modulation is sharply concentrated at the nodes of the standing wave as Ω 1,2 is much larger than γ bc ≡ 1/τ bc , i.e., Ω 1,2 τ bc ≫ 1. This is related to the requirement for nth order synchronized emission, Ω 1,2 τ bc > n. The reason is that under the condition Ω 1,2 τ bc ≫ 1, the periodic δ-function like susceptibility has slowly decaying high-order components χ (2m+1) which contribute to high-order Bragg reflection. The Fourier components are calculated explicitly,
where
If Ω 1 = Ω 2 exceeds all detunings and decoherence rates, B ≈ 2 and z ≈ 1. In this case, the absolute values of successive orders of the susceptibility, |z| ≈ 1, are approximately the same, and high-order components significantly contribute to the susceptibility. In Fig. 2  (b) , we plot the magnitude of the Fourier components as a function of the order n for different driving field configurations. For example, we find |χ
Near the phase matching condition k p − 2nk 1 = −k p , a two-mode approximation is justified, and we consider the probe mode k p and the nth order Bragg mode −k p generated by the (2n+ 1)th order coherence χ (2n+1) only. Their slowly varying amplitudes E p and E e are governed by the following equations
Here, k p = ν p 1 + χ (1) /c is the magnitude of k p , θ is the angle between k p and k 1 , ∆k n = 2k p cos θ − 2nk 1 the wave vector mismatch, β = ν 
2 cos θ is the coupling coefficient. The reflectance R can be calculated analytically from these two equations [18] . For an infinitely long sample, we find
where u = κ (2n+1) /(∆k n /2 + iβ). R increases the fastest with |u| along u's real axis and approaches 1 when |u| ≥ 1 where band gaps appear. In other radial directions, R also increases with |u|, and the slowest gradient is along the imaginary axis. Near the phase matching condition ∆k n ≈ 0, u ≈ χ (2n+1) /χ (1) = z n . For strong driving fields and near the EIT point,
and the large reflectivity requires
This confirms the intuitive requirement Eq. (1) for highorder coherence. Operation close to the EIT point ∆ p ≪ Ω 1 /n is required to reduce the absorption induced by all other orders of the coherence. We would like to emphasize that the FWHM of the dielectric modulation peak in Fig. 2 (a) is λ ba γ bc ∆ p /2πΩ 1 ≪ λ ba /n = λ bc if Eq. (10) is satisfied. Therefore, a nth HOPBG requires dielectric modulations centred at the node of the standing wave with width much smaller than λ bc . In Fig. 3 , we plot the reflectivity R for parameters approximately satisfying the nth-order Bragg condition for different n. The wavevector mismatches in free vacuum ∆k 0 n = 2(ν p cos θ − nν 1 )/c can be tuned by the incidence angle θ. The dispersion contribution to the wave vector mismatch ∆k n − ∆k 0 n determines on which side of the transparency point the band gap appears. Here the band gap is characterized by a high reflection plateau or peak [8] . With increasing n, the band gaps shrink slowly and approaches the transparency point, which confirms the requirement Eq. (10). By changing θ and thus ∆k 0 n , the position and the width of the band gap can be tuned via the compensation of the dispersion induced phase mismatch, as can be seen by comparing the two rows in Fig. 3 .
The two-mode approximation is valid as long as other modes are excited significantly less by the probe field than the phase matching backward mode. The field generated by the mth (m = n) order coherence is approxi-
For the parameters in Fig. 3 , E m e ∼ 10 −6 E p , such that the two-mode approximation is well justified.
To evaluate the feasibility of an implementation, the robustness of the band gap against decoherence and inhomogeneous broadening (e.g., Doppler effect) must be considered. As example, we consider three levels in 85 Rb: 5 2 S 1/2 as |c , 8 2 S 1/2 as |a , and 8 2 P 3/2 as |b . The transition wavelengths λ bc = 2πc/ω bc = 335nm and λ ba = 2πc/ω ba = 12.40µm and thus λ ba /λ bc = 37.01. Thanks to the very large dipole transition matrix element between 8 2 S 1/2 and 8 2 P 3/2 , µ ab = 36.123ea 0 ≈ 
× 10
−28 C·m [19] where a 0 is the Bohr radius, a laser with intensity I = 39µW/mm 2 can induce a Rabi frequency as large as Ω 1 = 4 × 10 7 I (µW/mm 2 ) = 2.5 × 10 8 s −1 = 200γ bc . In Fig. 4 , we plot the reflectance in a thermal 85 Rb vapor cell at 450K. Although the dephasing rate is γ ac = 2.6γ bc = 3.25 × 10 6 s −1 and the Doppler broadening is 696MHz, the reflectivity from the 37th order coherence or 76-wave-mixing can still exceed 50% for Ω 1 = 500γ bc (which only requires a moderate driving laser intensity 244µW/mm 2 ). In calculating the susceptibilities including the movement of the atoms, we use the technique of continued fractions and average over the Maxwellian velocity distribution [21] . The main effect of γ ac is the incoherent absorption of the probe light during which the energy is dissipated by transitions into other levels. A ladder system with |a higher than |b works equally well or even better if the life time of |a is longer (which is true for Rydberg states). By increasing Ω 1 from 200γ bc to 500γ bc , the atom remains shorter in |a before the coherent backward photon is emitted and dissipation is suppressed, increasing the reflectivity from 0.2 to 0.5.
To understand the high reflectivity, we come back to Fig. 2 (a) . The Autler-Townes splitting Ω 1 ∼ 10 2 γ bc is of similar order than the Doppler broadening. The Rb vapor is therefore transparent except in the vicinity of the standing wave nodes. As a consequence, although the atoms are randomly distributed, only those near the nodes can scatter probe photons, as seen in Imχ(x). Meanwhile, Reχ(x) helps to synchronize the phase of the various atom contributions to achieve photon emission in the backward direction. The strong reflection from this phase synchronization roots in superradiance. The large reflectivity comes from the phase synchronized cooperative effect of N L/λ bc ∼ 10 3 atoms (L is the sample length or the optical depth) as described by Eq. (8) . The two modes k p and −k p are converted into each other via the collective atomic nonlinear coupling coefficient κ (2n+1) . X-ray EIT has been proposed with inner shell tran-sitions in gases [22] , and some optical control of Xray transmission could be realized [11] . Establishing EIT for the 867.4eV transition in Neon requires that the power of the 800nm driving field approaches 10 12 W/cm 2 [22] . The reflection proposed here would require about 10 15 W/cm 2 . This high power leads to additional processes involving multiple levels including ionization processes [11] , which require further investigation. EIT has also been experimentally demonstrated with the 14.4 keV nuclear Mößbauer transition in 57 Fe [23] . Since in this setting EIT was achieved with a single incident beam rather than with separate control and probe fields, it cannot directly be modified to accommodate our mechanism. But it has been shown that nuclear multi-level schemes can be engineered which could be driven by multiple incident fields, and which are essentially decoherence free [24] . This together with the rapid development [25] [26] [27] in this field and the upcoming availability of temporally coherent X-ray free electron lasers in the hard X-ray regime renders nuclear quantum optics a promising platform to realize HOPBGs via EIT.
In conclusion, the reflection of high frequency light from the spatial coherence generated by low frequency light is studied. In the single photon regime, we find that the probe photon can be retrieved from the timeordered Dicke state in the backward direction through the spatial population modulation of the driving field. In the continuous wave probe field regime, highly efficient HOPBGs can be implemented via EIT both, in cold and hot atoms. Interestingly, the required field amplitude scales linearly with the order of the nonlinear process. A proof-of-principle experiment in thermal 85 Rb vapor is designed to test the 37th order photonic band gap where ultraviolet light is reflected under the control of infrared light.
